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A Practical Design Approach For Light Planes By John W. Thorp, EAA 1212 A paper presented at the Lightplane Design Forum at the 1959 National Fly-In



here is no royal road to success in airplane design. It is just plain T hard work coupled with the need for perceptiveness and open mindedness. Practical design should not infer any conflict with theoretical design. Design features which cannot stand close theoretical scrutiny should not be used. This paper emphasizes the use of logic as a tool for obtaining a favorable balance of conflicting considerations both theoretical and practical. There is a common hypnosis which causes designers to fall in love with their designs so that they are oblivious to the faults which may have come along with the good. The best antidote for this blindness is to establish a rule to always design more than one thing for each job. Go out and come in again on a different course. This makes evaluation more impersonal and impartial and tends



to show up the fallacies which are always lurking in any design. An airplane design takes a long time to accomplish but it lasts forever. There are many past designs haunting their designers now, so unless you are resolved to do something better, don't do it at all. Considering that 1500 to 3000 or more man hours will be expended in constructing a "homebuilt" airplane, it is surprising that most constructors are so reluctant to spend adequate time in preliminary design. You will spend one to five years constructing a homebuilt. If it is any good at all, it will still be flying 10 to 20 years later. Surely 500 or even 1000 hours in preliminary design would not be too much to spend if it would insure that you could always be proud of your effort.



With ample reason, many of our "homebuilts" have been classified as "new antiques". With all the design



information which has been generated in the last 30 years by the aircraft industry and the various research organizations, there can be little excuse for basing our current designs on the efforts of the few light airplane experimenters of the late '20's and early '30's. If you are not original and must copy some12
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thing, at least copy a reasonably up to date design. If one of the justifications for being privileged to build and fly "homebuilt" aircraft is that new art will be born of our efforts, then we had better start showing new art or we will lose the right to try. An airplane can be optimum for only one set of conditions. You must establish what the airplane is to do before you start thinking what it is to be. All of the many compromises which will be made in the design process must be made in the light of what the airplane is to do. An allpurpose airplane quickly becomes a no-purpose airplane. For any specification, the best airplane is the least airplane which will exactly do the job. Along this line the following points are axiomatic: 1. Make it just big enough on the inside using all available space effectively. 2. Make it as small on the outside as can be shown to do the job. 3. Make it as light as possible consistent with just being strong enough. A chain is no stronger than its weakest link. Many light airplanes are marginal structurally because of one or two weak elements, and paradoxically are made still weaker by being too heavy because the majority of the components are over strength. You must be consistent in design. 4. Make it clean. No airplane is so slow that you can afford to ignore aerodynamic shape and surface smoothness. If you can visualize running your hand along the airplane from nose to tail without it catching on something which could be removed, then you are well on your way to having a clean airplane. 5. Integrate it. If you can make one part do the work of two or more, you are probably simplyfying and lighten-



John Thorp



ABOUT THE AUTHOR . . .



John Thorp is well known in the aviation industry as a top-notch designer. A past president of EAA Chapter 11, he has been in the aircraft design business for over 30 years, graduating from the Boeing School of Aeronautics and later becoming head of the Engineering Department there. During World War II he was project engineer for Lockheed Aircraft Corp. on the "Little Dipper" and "Big Dipper" projects. His "Sky Scooter" (see Experimenter, January, 1956) was a development of these designs. Seen at many West Coast Fly-Ins,



this little craft is still outstanding in any gathering in spite of the fact that the prototype first flew over 13 years ago. Several of its design features are in use on many of todav's business type aircraft. 6. Avoid insidious growth. If any



part of an airplane is any bigger or heavier than it needs to be, a chain reaction is started which results in the whole airplane being much bigger and much heavier than it should be. An example of how this works: Some friend offers to give you the control stick assembly out of a surplus fighter for your new light single sealer. The assembly is impressive with its forgings, precision machining and anti-friction bearings. With its hard rubber pistol grip it will give your new light plane a professional touch. The assembly weighs 13 pounds and is designed for a 400 pound grip force. Actually your air-



ing the design even if the one part becomes somewhat more complicated



and heavier.



It is surprising how



many parts "go along for the ride"



just because the designer didn't challenge their presence. Bill Stout, the designer of the Ford Trimotor, was an advocate of "simplicate and add more lightness".



"Flying Tail" on "Sky Scooter"



plane has a design stick force of 80 pounds and the stick assembly to do the job would weigh 3 pounds. Off hand you think that it is worth 10 pounds weight penalty not to have to make a stick assembly and still have such an impressive arrangement in your cockpit. Since you are designing to a rigid specification on useful load stalling speed and maximum speed, the 10 pound increase in weight will require the addition of one square foot of wing area. The additional wing will require more tail, etc., so the cost of adding the square foot of wing will be about 3 pounds. You will need more wing to carry the additional wing and tail so you come to the conclusion that the 10 pound heavier stick will actually cost you 14 pounds.



Unfortunately, the end is not in sight. To keep the same speed the bigger wing and tail will require more power. You pick a slightly bigger engine and propeller which will add 5 pounds. Now the wing and tail must be increased again to keep your stalling speed which requires even more power which requires more fuel for a given range which requires more wing, more power and more fuel, etc., until you find that the 10 pound stick luxury is actually costing you 5 horse power, 5 square



feet and 50 pounds. It doesn't take long to decide that your friend, instead of helping your project with his gift, is actually scuttling it! Skillfull designers have used this phenomenon in reverse. By under-



design you save weight which reduces size which reduces power, etc., so that your components which were under-designed to begin with actually end up being right on the money. Ed Heinemann's Douglas F4D is one of the better known aircraft designed by this technique. A word of caution is required here, however. You must know what everything weighs. An optimistic guess in weight of one major component can hopelessly sink such a design.



Thorp "Sky-Scooter"



The variable configuration approach topic is important enough to be the subject of this entire paper. Time does not permit more than a



quick look at this technique, however.



In principle this method involves the design of a series of airplanes, each employing different features to be evaluated but all keeping certain specified features or performances constant as a least common denominator. A case in point would be the determination of the optimum aspect ratio for a long range airplane. Here range, take-off distance might be least common denominators and span



and fuel would be variables. Due to less induced drag, the greater the span the less fuel would be required for the specified range.



The wing



weight would increase significantly with increases in span. At some value



of span the sum of wing weight plus



fuel weight would be at its lowest value. This would be the best span. At this weight the wing area for specified take-off distance can be calculated. The optimum aspect ratio then is the span determined by range squared divided by the area for takeoff. Biplanes and monoplanes can be evaluated similarly. Let power and



take-off over a 50 foot obstacle be least common denominators. Weight and drag will be variables and the pay-off will be measured in terms of speed. The biplane structure will be lighter (if carefully designed) mak-



ing it smaller than the monoplane and the monoplane will have less



drag for a given size. By calculating the smallest biplane and monoplane that will get off and



over the 50 foot obstacle in the specified distance the physical sizes of the two machines are determined. A refined drag breakdown can then Cooling and exhaust system



be made for both airplanes which



will show that though it is larger, the monoplane will have less drag and therefore will go faster. By designing two or more structures to do a given job at a constant strength will show one type lighter than others, etc. Next let's consider design configuration. 1. Monoplane vs. biplane—This is-



sue was seemingly settled years ago in favor of the monoplane by all but a few "crop dusters" and "homebuilders". Since the biplane has more parts to fabricate, it is surprising that so many biplanes have been built by experimenters in recent years. About the only plausible explanation that could be given is that as youngsters today's "homebuilders" were smitten by the Lincoln Sport or a Knight Twister. They promised themselves then that some day they would build one and now they are redeeming that promise. This writer can think of no engineering justification for the biplane at this late date. 2. Low Wing vs. High Wing—High



wing monoplanes are cleaner generally than are low wing monoplanes. This is largely due to interference effects of the fuselage on the wing. Careful attention to detail in wingfuselage juncture fairing can minimize the drag penalty of the lowwing monoplane. Air collisions put emphasis on need of visibility in turns, and in the writer's opinion this rules out high wing designs for



conventional tractor monoplane arrangements.



3. Rectangular vs. Tapered Wings



—At low Reynold's numbers (small scale) the maximum lift coefficient developed by airfoil sections is low. Reynold's numbers of airfoils of tapered wings diminish toward the tip in proportion to the chord. The lift that the tip sections of a tapered wing can generate is less than at the root. Unless the wing is twisted to SPORT AVIATION
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PRACTICAL DESIGN . . . Continued from preceding page provide wash out at the tips, the tip sections will reach their stalling



angles of attack before the root sections. The result is loss of aileron control and usually a violent rolling



at stall in a phenomenon known as "tip stall". Wing twisting, leading edge slots, etc., can alleviate this problem but when cured the small tapered wing will have less lift than a rectangular wing of the same area. If you are designing to a constant stalling speed,



the rectangular wing will be smaller



than the tapered wing of equally acceptable stall characteristics. Because it is smaller and untwisted, the rectangular wing will have less drag than



the tapered wing. The rectangular wing is usually simpler to build.



In the writer's experience, it is difficult to justify tapering of a wing for an airplane of less than 10,000



flight is a very worthwhile adjunct to performance. However, most controllable pitch propellers available for small airplanes have wooden blades which are relatively thick and are less efficient than thinner metal blades. It has frequently been demonstrated that an airplane with a well proportioned fixed pitch metal propeller will outperform the same airplane with a heavier, more complicated controllable pitch propeller having wooden blades. 7. Retractable vs. Fixed Gear —



Eventually the landing gears of all cross-country airplanes will be retractable. They are heavy, expensive and require maintenance. However,



if speed performance is an important consideration, they are justified. The tail down gear on the Wittman Tailwind is an excellent compromise of drag, weight, maintenance and pilot ability, but as speeds increase even the Wittman gear will have to go.



usually need to be tapered for weight



8. Tricycle vs. Conventional Gear — With a conventional gear, every



for satisfactory stall characteristics. 4. Use of Wing Flaps — In both



With a good tricycle gear the takeoff and landing is only an incident.



pounds gross weight. Larger wings



reasons and less wash-out is needed



take-off and landing is a feat of skill.



landing speed computations and take-



The drag penalty for a non-retractable tricycle landing gear on a tractor airplane is high due to the nose gear being in the high velocity slipstream. The cost of a conventional



off distance computations, wing area



and wing maximum lift coefficient



have equal significance. It is easy



to show that it is lighter and cheaper to achieve a 50 percent increase



in lift coefficient through the application of flaps than to add a 50 percent increment of wing area. 5. Pusher vs. Tractor—The pusher



airplane has the following advantages over the tractor airplane:



(a) The airplane drag is because the body is mersed in the high slip-stream. (b) Visibility is improved engine and propeller of the way.



(a) Higher propeller efficiency.



because



of



slipstream on wings. (Take-off speed is lower). (c) Easier engine access for inspection and maintenance. (d) Better structural integration. (e) Less of C.G. problem. (f) Easier to cool engine. Pitch



change 14



vs.



Controllable



Propellers — The ability to



propeller
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9. Metal



Structures



vs. "Pipe



&



Rags"—Consider these points:



spruce are less reliable and are apt to be more complicated than in metal. Truss structures of welded steel



airplane:



Pitch



on its way out, even though we must retract the tricycle gear.



because are out



is minimized. The tractor airplane has the following advantages over the pusher



6. Fixed



The conventional landing gear is fast



As a structural material, aircraft spruce has a better strength weight



monoxide problems are reduced. (e) Engine radiant heating of cabin



take-off



of ground accidents that would be avoided with a good tricycle gear.



reduced not imvelocity



(c) Cabin noise is reduced. (d) Exhaust fumes and carbon



(b) Shorter



landing gear is also high in terms



angles



in



es are out in the open for everyone to see. Commercially available 6061 T-4 is one of the most versatile of all the aluminum alloys, although it is not



as well known in the aircraft industry as 2024 T-3 or 7075 T-6. 6061 T-4 sheet may readily be formed into



ribs, bulkheads and rings and requires no heat treatment. Actually 6061 is a heat treatable alloy and temper T-4 is a practical mill heat treatment. It also comes in fully annealed 0 temper and in heat-treated and aged T-6. 6061 welds easily with



oxy-hydrogen or heli-arc and may be heat-treated to a T-4 or heat-treated and aged to T-6 after welding. Since most ribs and frames are designed by compression crippling stresses which are largely a function of modulus of elasticity, one alloy



of aluminum is almost as good as any other strengthwise for these parts as all alloys of aluminum have approximately the same value of modulus of elasticity. It has now been proven that all metal structures can be built which are lighter and more durable and more reliable than conventional wood, tubing and fabric. To achieve this does require more design and testing. One approach to the design of a metal structure for a light plane is to pick a skin gage just heavy



enough to provide satisfactory handling. Build a static test unit with an internal structure which is underdesigned. Beef up where necessary



during test. It is certain that unless



you get test failures you will never know how light a given structure can be. It is hard for an airplane designer



known and are laborious. Metal fabricating techniques are



to admit, but no significant advance in airplane design has ever been made which has not been preceded by an advance in power plant design. As engines become more powerful for their weight and size airplanes for a given purpose become smaller, faster, easier to build and are more durable. There has been little progress in piston engine design for the past 10 years, hence it



a metal fuselage you are virtually



the power of current piston engines



ratio than most metals.



Joints in



tubing are both light and durable. Fabric covering when exposed to direct sunlight has a short life. The techniques of fabrication with wood, tubing and fabric are well not as commonly known but the number of practitioners is increasing rapidly. When you weld up a fuselage structure of tubing you have just begun to build it. When you finish riveting



is not surprising that our best airplanes today are only refinements of what we had 10 years ago. We are now on the threshold of new lightplane design based on turbine power. Engines of 3 to 5 times



finished.



with the same weight and size are now being tested under the sponsorship of the military. Eventually we



Changes in a metal structure are



not as easily made as in a tubular



truss which points up the need for better planning. A good fabric job often covers a multitude of sins. In a metal job, your changes and butch-



will get these engines. When we do,



our one and two place lightplanes will be so small that little or no Continued on page 30
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APPROVED For Installation on a l l Aircraft Using Fixed Pitch Props on Horiz. Opposed E n g i n e s thru 170 H.P. Aeroncas, Bel_ . lanca, Cessna, y Champion, Commonwealth, Culver, Ercoupe, Funk, Swift, Interstate Luscombe, Mooney, Piper, Porterfield, Stinson, Tqylorcraft, Trojan, etc. etc. Aerodynamic Contour Increases Prop Hub Efficiency, Proven in Thousands of Hours Service to Decrease Oil & Cyl. Head Temp. Size 8" dia. x 1 I Vi" long Installation Kit includes all Parts 8. Complete Detailed, Illustrated Mounting Instructions. Each Prepaid. . .$20.00 ORDER TODAY & DRESS UP YOUR AIRPLANE Dealer Inquiries Invited



STITS AIRCRAFT



from page 3 the movement, aircraft being constructed by individuals, methods and types of construction, details regarding engineering so that I can understand same, and protects private and amateur aviation so that the little fellow has a voice. Regarding those who wish to restrict the Association to a select few (with engineering degrees or Mercedes-Benz class of individual, etc.) I can only say that for every one of the aforementioned there are a hundred of us common folk who wish to build an amateur built aircraft for the sheer pleasure of building and flying and it shouldn't make any difference whether our personal interests are in aircraft of the past, present or future. The joy in flying even a "one or two place airplane in the 90 mph class" still rests with the builder/pilot.



P. O. BOX 3084-E RIVERSIDE, CALIF.



HOMEBUILT HANDBOOKS Order today! Homebuilt Helicopter Handbook. Contents include: Explanation Terms, Components. Rotor Hubs, Rotor Blades, Design, Rotary Gliders, Airfoils ..$1.00 Homebuilt Designer- Builder Handbook Contents include: Explanation Terms, Formulas, Balance, Wing -Stabilizer Layout, Airfoils, Materials, Engines.. $1.00



SAM URSHAN BOX 4332 N.P. STATION SAN DIEGO 4, CALIFORNIA



The point is, let each member build and fly what pleases him, whether it be an aircraft designed in the '30's or one that is yet to come off the drawing board. No doubt, many of us, myself included, build with an eye on the purse-strings (not sacrificing safety) and have to watch each dollar that we take away from our families, lest we forsake our obligations to them. With some of us building an aircraft can take a long time due to our finances which are not in the upper-level income bracket, yet not one of us deplore or criticize the man who can afford to build the ultra-fine and expensive. I say let each member build as he can afford without the criticism that has been given in the past. We all have one thing in common, our love of



flying.



BUILD AND FLY YOUR OWN HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORT PLANE!



Jtv Beat the High Cost of Flying. Join the Hundreds of Other "Homebuilders"



Simplified detailed construction prints now



available FOUR proven, economical designs to choose from. (1) Single place Playboy, low wing, rugged and fast, designed for aerobatics. (2) Two place Playboy, side-byside, low wing, comfortable cross country



aerobatics. (3) Two place Flut-R-Bug, tandem, mid-wing, tri-gear. Very short take off and landing, high altitude fields. Wing = easily removed for towing. (4) Two place Sky-Coupe, side-by-side. high wing, cabin, tri-gear.



All



purpose



general



utility



and



I have one suggestion to make in regard to plans or other services made available through the Association (here I refer to the EAA Biplane, specifically). It is a blow to save up almost enough to purchase a set of plans and then find the price has raised 50 percent in the current issue of SPORT AVIATION. Please warn us ahead of time so that those who have planned on buying, can get their orders in. I wish to PO on record as stating that I am perfectly satisfied with the manner in which our officers conduct and operate our Association and hope that they continue to do the same fine job in the future as has been done in the past. Congratulations on a fine organization.



Herbert Whipple EAA 6881 DeSoto, Mo.



personal airplane. For complete details with descriptive brochures, photograph*3-views and C.A.A. regulations on home built airplanes, mail $1.00 (packaging one



postal charges) to



STITS AIRCRAFT



P.



O.



Box



3084-E,



Riverside,



1960 EAA FLY-IN ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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against the present EAA Headquarters administration, we members of Chapter 74 wish to take this opportunity to unanimously throw to you and the other officers and workers at Headquarters a great big bouquet for a job well done. We well appreciate what a tremendous spare time dedication all of you have made to further home aircraft construction and sport aviation, and since all of us are individuals, we are likely to think differently than each of our 7000 "comrades in arms". Let's hope that none of us ever loses our individuality because of a few unwise words from some of our fellow members. We want to thank you again for all of your collective efforts and wish all of you continued success throughout 1960. Sincerely, Victor G. Wendt, EAA 1574 President, Chapter 74



PRACTICAL DESIGN . . . From Page 14 folding will be required to take them home with us. Take-off distances will rival helicopters, and with the control of slipstream direction through efficient slotted flaps, etc., will bring our landing space requirements down to no greater than that of a Cub. These airplanes will cruise at least twice the speed of the best of today's contemporary lightplanes. This is the way it should be. I can hardly wait.



COPTER



FOR



EVERYONE



This full-size one-man 'copter can be easily built and flown by do-it-yourself hobbyists. Three-view drawings of the craft may be purchased for $2, or drawings of the same machine without engine (as a simpler 'copter-glider) for $1. Send you_r_p _ _ rd er _ __ _ _ _ _ BENSEN AIRCRAFT CORP., D«pt.



Calif.
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Dear Paul: Having heard criticisms voiced at various times at the Fly-In this year



NEED PROPELLER SERVICE? Our years of experience insures your safety and satisfaction. Parts for all makes. Wood propellers rebuilt, bent blades stroightened, all types overhauled. Prompt attention to your problems. Dealers: We are



authorized



distributors



for



Hartzell.



McCauley, Aeromatic, Flottorp, etc. Order direct from us and save. ANDERSON PROPELLER CO., INC. CAA Approved Station No. 3727



4848 W. 63rd St. Butler Hangar Midway Airport



Phone Portsmouth 7-6604



Chicago 38, III.



P. O. Box 2746. Raleigh, N. C.



Name ......................... Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NOW



AVAILABLE . . . TO EAA MEMBERS LAPEL PINS, Gold Plated $2.00



Experimental Aircraft Assn. Hales Corners, Wis.
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